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this video app is designed with toddlers in mind, but it can be used as a tool to reinforce concepts in literacy, language, and math lessons. the videos feature talking animals, lots of giggles, and are narrated by joseph lyon who does an excellent job of communicating key points to kids as he points out the
action happening on the screen. the app features a focus on reading from the beginning of the alphabet and even has a phonics track that will teach children the alphabet, simple words, and some of the most important phonics sounds. the app is one of the most-reviewed on the itunes app store and is free to
download and use on both the app store and google play store. however, the app does have an in-app-purchase feature that can be used to watch videos from selected episodes of select shows. super why and princess gwennie saves the day january 25: princess pea is feeling dramatic (as usual) and she and
red are staging a play. princess is pretending shes a queen but red doesnt know what to be! the super readers fly into the story of a princess with a silly sense of humor and a big job to do. they help gwennie use her talents to save the day, and red discovers her own special gifts. this video app is designed for
preschool kids, but it can also be used as a tool to teach older kids about the important qualities of generosity, kindness, and caring. it features both the pbs kids and great american read apps on the app store, including educational pages and videos to teach kids that education is key. the videos are narrated
by joseph lyon who does a wonderful job of imitating key words and encouraging preschoolers to pay attention.the app is one of the most-reviewed on itunes and is free to download and use on both the app store and google play store. however, the app does have an in-app-purchase feature that can be used

to watch videos from selected episodes of select shows.
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From the producers of Blue’s Clues and Oswald comes SUPER WHY!, a CGI animated television show about a kid named Whyatt and his three friends with the power to jump into books and interact with the world inside, to help solve their
problems in the real world. The show's pilot was in production by Blue's Clues creator Angela Santomero and Cuppa Coffee Studios in Toronto, Canada between early-mid 1999. The pilot was greenlit by Nick Jr but later was canceled in favor
of another Nick Jr show Oswald. The show would return to production between 2004 and 2005 to be pitched to PBS Kids, and had its first television airing in 2007, while the pilot was unreleased created with a working title, Super Why Super

WHY! is a CGI animated television show about a kid named Whyatt and his three friends with the power to jump into books and interact with the world inside, to help solve their problems in the real world. The show's pilot was in production by
Blue's Clues creator Angela Santomero and Cuppa Coffee Studios in Toronto, Canada between early-mid 1999. The pilot was greenlit by Nick Jr but later was canceled in favor of another Nick Jr show Oswald. The show would return to

production between 2004 and 2005 to be pitched to PBS Kids, and had its first television airing in 2007, while the pilot was unreleased created with a working title, Super Why here you can download full episodes of super why that are not
hosted on our servers or shared with other users. if you are interested in joining our community to create and upload these files, contact us at: [email protected] 5ec8ef588b
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